The repeater is used to strengthen/amplify the sensor signal forward to the display. A repeater is packaged with this system to help ensure proper operation and is required to maintain the warranty.

2. The repeater is wired to a 12V source that will be constant while driving or towing.
3. While working the repeater draws ≤ 100mA.
4. While idle the repeater draws ≤ 10mA.

Installation
We recommend installing the repeater to a minibus.

The repeater comes with two wires, one red (+) and one black (-). Simply connect the red wire to a positive source and black wire to a ground or negative source. The repeater is weather resistant. No additional setup is needed for the repeater.

Note: The red light on the repeater will illuminate “constant or blinking” (the repeater will illuminate with a constant light when power is applied, once the display is on and the sensors are reporting. The light will blink occasionally when transmitting information to the display).

If the light is not on, check your connections, source power or the in-line fuse on the positive lead of the repeater for issues.